The strong technical support in the market enable us to provide a heavy equipment attachment to
suit the growing demand of our customer through comprehensive bucket manufacturing support
service facility.....
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Manufacturing your equipment attachment and providing necessary wear and spare parts is a
service we offer for several years and the partnership with SSAB wear product, which allows Bin
Harkil to have an access to their advance product such as Hardox wear plate, StrenxTM performance
steel, DuroxiteTM and Toolox engineering & tool steel, enable Bin Harkil to achieve its new goal....

info@binharkil.com

With its unparalleled combination of hardness and toughness,
Hardox® wear plate sets the standard worldwide for abrasion
resistant (AR) steel. Thanks to its unique qualities, it can even perform
as a load-bearing part in many applications, opening new possibilities
for structural design innovation.
Hardox Grade Ranges:
Hardox 400
Hardox 500
Hardox 550

Hardox 450
Hardox 500 TUF
Hardox 600

Duroxite is the Natural choice for industries active in mining quarries, energy,
cemnet production and many other ares where abrasive materials require
extremely hard surfaces.
Duroxite Grade Ranges:
Duroxite 100 Duroxite 101 (Hardox base plate)
Duroxite 210 Duroxite 211 (Hardox base plate)
Duroxite 400

Strenx has one of the world’s most extensive product programmes, both in
terms of dimensions available, and with yield strengths ranging from 600 to
1300 MPa. Strenx can produce outstanding results in the hands of
ambitious designers who can cut 20 to 30 percent or even more weight off
steel structures.
Strenx Grade Ranges:
Strenx 100-110
Strenx 650
Strenx 900
Strenx 1100
		

		

		

Strenx 600
Strenx 700
Strenx 960
Strenx 1300

Delivered quenched and tempered and ready to use, Toolox helps you avoid
risky, expensive heat treatments and lets you speed up manufacturing. And
because Toolox is produced to rigorous quality standards — its potent
mechanical properties are measured and guaranteed — you can be assured
it represents high quality you can trust.
Toolox Grade Ranges:
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Toolox 33
Toolox 40
Toolox 44
Round Bar 33
Round Bar 44

info@binharkil.com
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Excavator Attachment

General purpose bucket
GP bucket is widely used in day to day excavation and it can be
manufactured in different dimension and configuration to suit machine
capacity and duty.
Designed with horizontal bottom with hardox wear plate wrapper to
reinforces strength and rigidity, equipped with ground engaging tool
selected for optimum digging performance.

heavy duty bucket
Heavy duty bucket are widely used for mass excavation at
construction and mining site. Recommended for the use at
compacted heavy soil with low rock content, shale or slate,
layered sand or river gravel and blasted rock.
This bucket can be designed to suit any type of quick coupling
mechanism and equipped with heavy duty Ground Engaging Tool
(GET). Suitable wear parts and protection.

skeleton bucket
Skeleton bucket is a special purpose bucket designed for the selection of
rocky materials at under water or dry sand. The space between bars are
designed to suit application. This bucket is suitable for quarry, construction
site and excavation.

TRENCH EXCAVATION BUCKET
Trenching bucket is design with minimal width to suit pipeline and cable
trenching. Can be equipped with GET for rocky ground or sandy soil.

clef bucket
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Clef bucket is designed for loading and extraction of rock
bolder, suitable for river bank trenching and stone quarry.
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Loader Bucket Attachment

LOADER BUCKET
Bin Harkil design and manufacture bucket and Variety of
coupler and attachment for construction and mining
machinery for different brand to improve the machine
performance.

Suitable to handle material with a density higher than 2 ton/m3.
Equipped with segments and liners.

GENERAL PURPOSE
BUCKETS

Designed to handle material with maximum density of 1.4/m3 like
coal, compost limestone and grain. Equipped with deep and flat
bottom for greater filling.

EXTREME DUTY BUCKET
WITH CUTTING EDGE

Designed for heavy duty rocky condition and quarry face loading
able to work at blasted rock face or stock piles. Equipped with
spade cutting edge inner liners, heel shroud and segments.

Earth Moving Equipment Attachment and Ground Engaging Tools
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HEAVY DUTY BUCKET
WITH REINFORCEMENT
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Loader Bucket Attachment

www.binharkil.com

block bucket
Stone block bucket is specially designed bucket with different
configuration for loading and holing dimensional stone block,
provide minimal earth moving work at ornamental stone quarry site.

HOT SLAG BUCKET
Hot Slag bucket is specially designed to optimize the machine
performance and able to sustain temperature up to 700 degree
Celsius for extended time, equipped with appropriate,
reinforcement and reliable proven ground engaging tools (GET).

under ground low profile bucket (LHD)
Mining bucket is highly engineered Load, Haul and Dump (LHD)
bucket to optimize production and reduce maintenance cost.
Manufactured using proven configuration with suitable abrasion
resistance steels and GET.

RIPPER attachment
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Ripper Attachment is utilized when excavator is used for fast and
continuous ripping or digging at fragmented rock site.
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Loader Bucket Attachment

coupler attachment
Bin Harkil Quick Coupler is designed to maximize construction machine
utilization with quick and safe exchange of different tools.

COUPLER AND BUCKET ATTACHMENT

COUPLER AND BLOCK FORK ATTACHMENT

BLOCK FORK bucket
Block Fork, is made for loading and hauling granite and marble blocks weighing more than 40 tones. It can be
configured to suit quick coupler or fixed arrangement.

FIXED FORK
CONFIGURATION
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REMOVABLE
CONFIGURATION
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Loader Bucket Attachment

clearing rake attachment

		

		

		

		

The Clearing rake is the perfect tool attachment for wheel
loader to clear quarry face and extract dimensional stone
block, it can be used to reach high place for rock face clearing
and road side work. This tools can improve productivity and
maximize safety at difficult to reach places.
Available length:
*8 mtr.
*10 mtr.
*12 mtr.

**length may vary upon
Clients requirement.

pipe attachment
Hydraulically operated Grapple for cylindrical or semi
cylindrical material loading and
holing (LH) made in different configuration and capacity
to suit front wheel loader.

TIRE PROTECTION
Sharp, edged rock, muddy and slippery surfaces are a great hazard to tires. Equipment
downtime and loss of productivity
are the result of sudden tire
failure, using our tire protection chains will reduce your
operating costs , lowering
downtime and improve productivity.
we carry local stock and provide support service for tire
chain.
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bin harkil company Repai r service

After sale, service is an essential part and a priority we provide bucket
and attachment maintenance, in house repair, modifcation
and reconditioning of bucket and attachment.
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The Heel Shrouds and the cast corner
has been removed. The Side bar,
Protector, Cheek plate and Side liner
also removed from the bucket for
replacements.

Bushing removal and Line Boring,
including fiting of new Bushing.

Bin Harkil Service (Bucket Repair)

Cracks and other defects has
been removed and repair
before the final Process
(Painting).

									

TORO 621 BUCKET REPAIR

								

Bucket Service (Toro 621 Bucket)
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TUB BUCKET REPAIR

								

Bucket Service (Tub Bucket)
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The inside Side Liner, closing Channel, Closing Channel Liner and both the Right side and
the Left side of the Front and Back Floor Sheet has been removed for replacements.

The Side plate from both Righ side and the Left
side has been removed and replaced.

Bin Harkil Service (Bucket Repair)

									

After the repair it will be painted as final process before delivery the client.

info@binharkil.com
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Rolled plate, Side and Bottom wear strips are totally damaged and it has been replaced.
The Cutting Edge are also damaged and being replaced by new one. New side wings has
been attached for extra protection.

Bin Harkil Service (Bucket Repair)

									

cat 385 BUCKET REPAIR

							

Bucket Service (CAT 385 LME Repair)
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MANUFACTURING
OF CRUSHING AND SCREEN PLANT

www.binharkil.com
A Cone Crusher breakers rock to smaller
size by squeezing the rock between an
eccentrically gyrating spin made by
umbrella like mass of steel. This
process continues until the pieces are
small enough to fall through the narrow
opening between the mantle and bowl
liner located at the bottom of the cone.

CONE CRUSHER

Jaw crusher consists of set of vertical
jaws, one being fixed or stationary and the
other moving or mobile. Bin Harkil Co. Ltd. is
supplying the Saudi Arabian Market
with Toggle jaw Crushers of different
size and capacity. These machines are
constructed of Heavy duty fabricated plate
frames with reinforcing ribs throughout.

JAW CRUSHER

Manufacturing of Crushing and Screen Plant
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Manufacturing of Crushing and Screen Plant
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Manufacturing of Crushing and Screen Plant

Inclined Screen are durable and
dependable. The essence of the inclined
vibrating screen is the heavy duty eccentric
shaft assembly where bearing housing and
the inner competition floats on the shaft. A
number of inclined screen has been and still
supplied and commissioned by Bin Harkil
Co. Ltd. to various locations and different
application inside the Saudi Arabian Region.
Inclined screen are available in single or
dual mechanism, all depends on the size
and capacity of the material to be processed.

INCLINED CRUSHER

Conveyor system like belt conveyor
type is widely used in mineral industry.
Bin Harkil Co. Ltd. design process is a
systematic process, aimed at
developing an appffropriate reliable
engineering solution with optimized
life cycle costs, without comprising on
safety or quality.

									

CONVEYOR SYSTEM

Manufacturing of Crushing and Screen Plant
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Manufacturing of Crushing and Screen Plant

ELECTRO MECHANICAL FEEDER

									

Bin Harkil Service (Bucket Repair)

Electro Mechanical Feeder driven by
vibratory motors have been used for years
in feeding and conveying all types of bulk
material. The EMF can either be installed
below hopper and silos to feed material
continuously or transitional, or can be used
to simply transfer material. EMF is driven by
2 counter rotating vibratory motors.

Control Panel is a flat and often vertical
area where all control or monitoring
instruments are displayed. They are found
in factories to monitor and control machines
or production lines and in places such as
nuclear power plants, ships, aircraft and
mainframe computers. Older control panel
are most often equipped with push buttons
and analog instruments, whereas today
cases touch screens are used for
monitoring and control purposes.

CONTROL PANEL
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Manufacturing of Crushing and Screen Plant
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Special Loader Bucket
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